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Terry Gores Named Finalist in 
Citibank College Advertising 
Awards Competition 
OHSCO at Concordia, St. Paul 
News Release 
"College Card," a multi-media 
advertising and marketing campaign, 
has been selected to compete in the 
national finals of the 1993 Citibank 
College Advertising Awards 
competition. The campaign was 
created by Terry Gores of Concordia 
College. His project will now 
compete against winners from 48 
other colleges and universities for the 
top prize of $10,000. 
In its third year, this national 
competition is an educational 
program designed by Citibank 
MasterCard and Visa to giv e 
undergraduates hands-on experience 
in developing an advertising and 
direct marketing campaign. In this 
year's competition, undergraduates 
throughout the country were 
challenged to develop a n 
advertising/direct marketing 
campaign consisting of a teleyision 
commercial, print ad and direct mail 
package that would support the 
launch of a cause-related credit card. 
Participants, who could enter their 
work as an individual or in teams of 
up to three people, selected a 
national or on-campus cause for their 
donation program. 
To assist students in the development 
of their campaigns, Citibank 
MasterCard and Visa provided each 
team with a marketing brief on the 
status of credit card use by college 
students, and information on the 
competitive challenges credit card 
issuers must meet in order to attract 
and keep cardmembers. 
The Concordia College winner was 
selected by a judging panel comprised 
of administrators and faculty. Gores 
received $100 and will advance to 
the national finals. 
The national winner of the 1993 
Citibank College Advertising 
Awards Competition will be 
announced in May and honored at an 
awards ceremony in New York in June. 
A grand prize of $10,000 will be 
awarded to this year's winning entry, 
consisting of a $5,000 award to the 
student(s) and a matching grant to 
the school. Winners will be 
interviewed for a summer career 
opportunity in Citibank MasterCard 
and Visa's Marketing Department in 
New York. The panel of judges will 
be comprised of senior marketing and 
advertising executives from Citibank 
and other prominent advertising 
agencies. 
Second and third place prizes will 
also be awarded. In total, Citibank 
MasterCard and Visa will award 
more than $22,000 in prize money. 
The College Advertising Awards 
program is one of several efforts by 
Citibank MasterCard and Visa to 
promote an understanding of credit 
card use among college students. 
by Erika Kuhlmeyer 
Recently the Oswald Hoffmann 
School of Christian Outreach 
(OHSCO) celebrated its tenth year 
of existence here at CSP, yet many 
remain unaware of what OHSCO is 
all about, and confused about the 
financial support it receives from the 
school. 
OHSCO, established in 1983 at CSP, 
provides training in evangelism, 
witnessing, and cross-cultural 
outreach. Ron Harrington, OHSCO's 
Administrative Assistant, describes 
the school as, "a self-supporting 
separate administrative unit of CSP 
devoted to outreach within the 
context of the Lutheran Church-
Missouri Synod." It is affiliated 
with CSP's Religion Department. 
The Religion Division, along with 
the OHSCO Advisory Council (OAC) 
determine OHSCO's educational 
program agenda. The Advisory 
Council consists of representatives 
from each of CSP's academic 
divisions. This year the members of 
the OAC are: Phil Bickel, D a n 
Jastram, Jeff Burkart, Tom Hanson, 
Robert Leininger, John Buegel, Roy 
Kramer, and Emily Moore. 
The Director of Christian Outreach 
(DCO) program is one focus of 
OHSCO. The 1993-94 academic year 
includes 14 CSP students enrolled in 
the DCO program. It is a five year 
church work program which prepares 
the student to administrate and 
teach evangelism and outreach in 
Lutheran congregations. The DCO 
program, in its twelfth year, has 
placed almost 40 DCO's in Lutheran 
congregations throughout the United 
States and Canada. In addition to 
DCO students, students from many 
other programs and majors take 
outreach courses at CSP. In 
particular, students preparing for 
missionary careers find these courses 
beneficial. 
An additional faculty member, Rev. 
Paul Mueller, recently accepted a 
teaching position with OHSCO and 
CSP. His arrival has caused some 
people on campus to ask how OHSCO 
is funded. Are student funds being 
used to finance OHSCO? The answer 
is no, student funds are not used to 
finance the program. Funding for 
OHSCO comes from donors, thus the 
school is independently financed. 
Interest from an endowment fund and 
regular contributions from 
individuals are the bulk of OHSCO's 
financial support. 
OHSCO pays one-half the salaries 
of Dr. Bickel, the OHSCO director, 
and CSP pays the other half. 
OHSCO pays the full stipend for its 
Administrative Assistant. Professor 
Mueller's salary will be paid 
entirely by OHSCO. In addition, 
OHSCO pays for the services of 
adjunct professors Dr. Herb Hoefer, 
and Rev. Kevin Bonine. 
"We've accepted the call to come to 
Concordia," said Rev. Paul and Joy 
Mueller. "I'll be teaching here this 
Fall," Rev. Mueller added. The 
Muellers are 1977 CSP. .altunni. They. 
were missionaries -in Liberia, West 
Africa for seven years, and will now 
settle in Maplewood, MN, with their 
three children. "We are looking 
forward to CSP B-B-Q parties in our 
backyard this summer," said the 
Muellers. 
OHSCO provides scholarships to 
students who are interested in 
evangelism and missions. Last year, 
these scholarships totaled over 
$7,000, but up to $12,000 has been 
available in previous years. 
Information on how to apply for the 
OHSCO Scholarships is published in 
January of each year. 
OHSCO 
Continued on page 5 
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Leah La Dassor 
Erica Wentzel 
John Solensten 
The Sword is published by Northstar Media 
Inc. d/b/a The Cambridge Star, Cambridge, 
Minn. All articles are the property of the 
Sword and may not be used without 
expressed written permission from the 
editors. 
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Buy a Peach, Not a Lemon 
News Release 
The Highland Grill, located at 771 
Cleveland Avenue South in St. Paul, 
has taken an innovative direction 
under new owners/operators Jack 
Chaffee, Stephanie Shimp and 
David Burley. The group worked 
together two years ago at the 
Nicollet Island Inn where Chaffee 
was sous chef, Shimp was host and 
server and Burley was server and 
restaurant manager. Together the 
three have 15 years of experience in 
the restaurant industry. 
The changes in concept for the 
Highland Grill include bringing an 
interesting mix of tastes to the menu 
and also making it "eco-friendly." In 
order to .accomplish the 
environmental issue the owners are 
now using all fresh ingredients, 
recycling and staying away from 
portion control packaging. 
The diverse mix of tastes is the main 
feature at the Highland Grill, 
serving weekdays from 7:00 am to 9:00 
pm and weekends from 8:00 am to 9:00 
pm. The new -owners have introduced 
by Douglas V. Martin 
St. Paul, Minn. — How do you get 
anywhere without a car? You can 
take the bus, call a cab, ride a bike, 
hitchhike, or walk. The fact is, 
however, that nothing provides 
greater freedom, flexibility and 
comfort for a person than having his 
or her own car. 
For many college students personal 
mobility is an absolute necessity. 
Automobiles are essential for most of 
us to meet the demands of our 
personal, professional, and academic 
lives. 
As the price of a new car continues to 
escalate further out of reach, only the 
most affluent of college students can 
afford one. In order to meet their 
some worldly recipes, such as Belgian 
waffles, traditional Eggs Benedict 
with Jack's own hollandaise and a 
"south of the border" appeal of 
Huevos Rancheros to the breakfast 
menu. The lunch and dinner menu now 
features English beer batter fish and 
chips, salads, burgers and several 
vegetarian items, as well as two 
specialties -- the Grilled Creole 
Chicken Salad, which is a seasoned, 
marinated grilled chicken breast 
served over a mix of greens with an 
herb vinaigrette dressing and the 
Peter's-by-the-Sea Burger, a recipe 
from an ocean diner in Perth, 
Australia from where Burley 
originates. 
Bringing the neighborhood grill 
concept "into the '90's" was an idea 
that the owners agreed upon right 
from the start. Shimp stated, 
"Together we felt it was important to 
maintain the feel of a local 
neighborhood grill yet give our 
patrons a taste of the world. It is our 
duty to make our business and those 
around us environmentally aware and 
our choice to bring exciting new t_ astes 
A to the menu." 
transportation needs most college 
students are forced to compromise by 
purchasing a used vehicle. 
This buying process can be frightening 
to the uninformed person. And even if 
you are informed, this process can be 
confusing, intimidating and 
frustrating; and sometimes downright 
ugly and dishonest. It can also be 
expensive, both in terms of money and 
time. So how can you protect yourself 
during this process? 
First let's look at some of the concerns 
expressed by a sampling of students 
here at Concordia. Students do not 
like being pressured by the 
salesperson. Mistrust was also 
mentioned frequently. Students were 
sometimes made to feel unimportant 
or ignorant when talking to the 
seller. Excessive price, limited 
selection, lack of time and lack of 
knowledge were also listed among 
their frustrations. 
Prospective buyers should inform and 
prepare themselves as best they can 
before they begin the purchasing 
process. By becoming more 
knowlegeable about the subject, the 
buyer will be less vulnerable and the 
process will become less of an ordeal. 
Further, the results are more likely to 
be successful and satisfying. 
Among the first things a person 
should do is to narrow down the 
choices from the hundreds of 
different kinds of cars available. 
The buyer should carefully examine 
his or her own personal needs. How 
much can you afford to spend? How 
much room do you need in your next 
car? How much will insurance, fuel 
and maintenance cost down the road? 
On a used car, how many miles are too 
many miles? Consumer publications 
such as "Consumer Reports" can 
provide important information 
concerning maintenance and operating 
costs, fuel economy, and even 
insurance. Friends and family 
members who own similar cars can 
also prove to be very helpful. - 
Once you have narrowed down your 
choices as to the type of vehicle you 
are interested in, you then need to 
find potential vehicles for purchase. 
Check the classified ads for both 
private parties and dealerships who 
might have ..what you're looking for. 
Once again, family and friends can be 
very helpful in your search. 
Television, newspapers and specialty' 
publications such as "Deals on 
Wheels" might also be useful. •This 
process will take time but will pay 
big dividends if done carefully. 
Of course, using the telephone can 
save you much time and money and 
eliminate many undesirable vehicles 
from your list. Ask lots of questions. 
Do not let your heart rule your head. 
Try to control your passion. 
Remember, you're choosing a car, not 
a mate. Be patient. Take your time. 
A hasty decision made now could be 
regrettable for a long time to come. 
Assuming you have found the car of 
your financially depressed dreams, 
then what? Sure it's your favorite 
color, has a fine stereo, maybe even 
new tires. "Where do I sign?" you 
ask. But wait! This is where most 
mistakes are made. Most car buyers 
have little or no knowledge of the 
mechanical things that make cars 
work and last. You certainly want to 
take "your" car for a test drive. 
Listen for strange noises: rattles, 
clunks, whines, grinds, etc. Does it 
start easily and quietly? Does the 
transmission shift smoothly and 
quietly? Do the brakes work well? 
Any noises when braking? How does 
the suspension handle rough surfaces? 
Do all the controls inside the car 
work: heater, air conditioning, 
lights, radio, windows, locks, seat 
adjuster, etc.? 
After the road test make sure all the 
outside lights work. Check the fit 
and finish of body panels. Open the 
hood and look for oil and coolant 
leaks. Check the belts and hoses. 
Also look under the car for fluid 
leaks. 
All this seems like a lot of work, 
doesn't it? You can ease your burden 
by taking a car-wise person with you, 
someone whose opinion you value and 
trust. You might also decide to pay 
for the services of a professional 
inspection. Some service stations will 
do complete inspections for around a 
hundred dollars. Professional 
Automobile Inspectors will come to 
you, anywhere in the Metro area, and 
thoroughly inspect your prospective 
vehicle for less than eighty dollars. 
This is money well spent if you have 
neither the time or ability to do such 
things yourself. Consider it an 
inexpensive insurance policy, 
protecting your hard-earned dollars. 
Paying for a professional inspection 
may identify problems you weren't 
aware of and save you major expenses 
in the future by avoiding a 
regrettable purchase. 
Another good way to learn about the 
condition of the vehicle you are 
considering is to contact the previous 
owner. This is not always possible, 
but can prove to be extremely 
valuable. Ask to see the service 
records of the car from whoever is 
selling the car. This, too, may not be 
possible, but can be a source of very 
useful information. Knowing the 
condition and history of the car can 
BUY A PEACH 
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Local Operators Revitalize 
Neighborhood Grill 
Baccalaureate -- May 28 -- 8:00 p.m. 
Graebner Chapel- 
*ception following on Chapel- Quadrangfe 
Commencement -- May 29 -- 10:00 a.m. 
Ray Wilkins Auditorium 
Kellogg Bra., St. Paul- 
010 WA %%.+z kA•veCN 
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Cooking wit Master Russ 
by Russ Van Wagner 
• 	- • r. 
Sometimes you just have to ask 
yourself, "Am I -doing the right 
thing?" Boy, tough question. When 
you think of all the different 
philosophies, modes of thought, and 
morality systems there are, you'd 
think that it would be easy to find 
out. But unfortunately, things are 
rarely so simple. I think that you 
have to look at each situation and 
play it by ear. You can make some 
broad policy decisions ahead of time, 
but the reality is that we live in a 
wacky, topsy turvy universe which 
seems to delight in smashing hard 
and fast rules. So take some advice 
from the Zen Chef friends, what is a 
"menu nuvell" today will be "entree 
traditional" tomorrow. Let's cook. 
Today's recipe is a Cajun side dish 
called Dirty Rice. I had the pleasure 
of making this a couple of weeks ago, 
and let me tell you that if you have a 
head cold, this will clear it right up. 
When I was about 16 I worked on a 
farm in South Dakota. One of the 
things that we did on this farm was 
raise laying hens. We didn't have a 
huge operation, only about a dozen 
hens in a coop. A hen is only going to 
lay so many eggs in her lifetime, and 
it was decided that our hens had just 
about reached that point, so we 
chopped their little heads off. As if 
this wasn't traumatic enough, after 
that we cut their bodies up for 
cooking. I think that with enough 
therapy and time I would have 
gotten over these events if it weren't 
for one thing. And this thing is 
called liver and onion pie. A 
particularly hideous thing to do with 
the internal organs of most any 
animal. I can hardly talk about in 
now because it was so bad. In fact, I 
decided to never eat liver again. 
To make the dirty rice, start with six 
pounds and 10 oz of ground up chicken 
liver, five pounds of ground pork, and 
40 whole bay leaves. Fry this over 
high heat until thoroughly browned. 
Speaking of situational ethics, you 
-know. sometimes what seems like the 
wrong- thing to do is the perfect thing 
lo do. One situation that we have all 
probably experienced is speeding on 
the freeway. By and large, the set 
speed limits are a good idea, unless 
you are in a hurry. And the greater 
the urgency, the more important the 
need, the more righteous we are in 
going greater speeds. The converse is 
also true, the more we think that 
something is a bad idea, the greater 
our justification for not following 
directions. Do it anyway. 
Mix 3/4 cup of cayenne pepper with 
1/2 cup salt, 1/2 cup black pepper, six 
TBLS of paprika, five TBLS dry 
mustard, five TBLS ground cumin, 
three TBLS thyme leaves, and three 
TBLS chopped oregano_ leaves. 
Now if you are saying that this is 
way too much hot spices, just 
remember that when we are talking 
things like cayenne pepper, too much 
is a pretty good start. 
Chop up 10 cups each of onions, 
celery, and green peppers. Mince 1/2 
cup and two TBLS of garlic. Put the 
spice mixture and the chopped 
veggies along with the garlic into the 
browned meat. Add one pound of 
butter, and stir over high heat until 
the butter is melted. Reduce the heat 
to medium and cook until the onions 
are transparent, about 8-10 minutes, 
stirring constantly. 
Now add 2 1/2 gallons of chicken 
broth, and cook over high heat 
scraping the bottom of the kettle to 
loosen anything that is sticking. 
Cook until 'it reaches a boil, then 
reduce heat. Add 10 pounds of ground 
chicken gizzards and cook over low 
heat for about five minutes. Finally, 
add 15 cups of rice, (uncooked), stir 
once thoroughly, cover the kettle and 
cook for five minutes over low heat. 
Remove from heat and leave covered 
until rice is tender, about 12-15 
minutes. Fish out those 40 bay leaves 
You've seen the posters and now you 
are wondering "So what exactly is 
Cornerstone?" Is it a musical 
festival? A Christian freak fest? A 
brick? A boring time? A wonderful 
place to hear intelligent speakers 
talk on a wide variety of topics? 
Well, the answers to these questions 
are: yes, yes (kind of), NO, NO, and 
yes!! 
The Cornerstone festival is full of 
every kind of music there could be 
(excluding German beer drinking 
songs, of course). The styles include 
rock, rap, thrash, heavy metal, 
contemporary, punk, a n d 
"alternative" (Depeche Mode/Cure 
style). All of these bands a r e 
different in appearance but they 
have one major thing in common; they 
all sing to the glory of Jesus Christ, 
our Savior. The concerts go all day 
(and part of the night) long and are 
full of mosh pits, dancing in the 
aisles, and even people just sitting 
back in chairs and enjoying the music. 
Yes, all of this goes to God. 
Besides all different types of music, 
and serve. This makes an excellent 
side dish for a Cajun entree for 120 
people. 
For me, this recipe is full of things 
that I would never eat, at least in the 
quantities asked for. But I guess that 
this is a little like life, sometimes 
you just have to do what is asked, and 
have a little faith that it will work 
out. Remember, eat early, eat often. 
all different types of people attend. 
From punks to hippies, from old 
rockers, to heavy metal heads, from 
babies to seventy year old people, 
from youth groups to families; all of 
these people are there to have fun in 
the only way possible,-God's way. 
The seminars occur during the day in 
tent/canopies. Under these tents are 
teachers. These teachers share their 
experiences, teach you how to start a 
Christian radio station, show you 
how much fun it is to be a missionary 
and give you suggestions on how to be 
an effective witness. The speakers 
come from all over the country and 
have many new insights to give. 
Including the scheduled events there 
are the nonschedule-do-it-whenever 
stuff. This includes a skateboard 
exhibition, children's workshops, 
and the exhibition tent. 
If you are interested in going or want 
more information about the festival 
itself contact me, Katrina Johns, 
either through voice mail (#5350) or 
intercampus mail (box 512) or even 




"Get married, and work." 
Charlotte Knoche 
"Work, Work, Work 	" 
Degaul Yang 
'Play soccer and have fun." 
- Mike Mulso 
"Staying here on campus to work for 
security, and continue my job at 
Rainbow.' 
Michelle Downing 
"Get a summer job, do a lot of fishing, 
and help on my parents farm." 
Deborah McCain 
"Going home, attending summer 
session II, and working." 
Doug Martin 
"Attend summer classes, 
softball, rest, and read." 
Melissa Smithers 
play "Attend summer school, do an 
internship, and work." 
Amy Mason 
"Taking classes. Being a nanny for a 
family, and working at the YMCA. 
Travelling to Michigan and 
Colorado." 
Tim Bode 
"Work, help build my brother-in-
laws house, and help with my sister-
in-laws wedding. Basically home 
improvement type things." • 
Tracy Zachary 
"Start applying and interviewing for 
jobs, play softball, and spend time 
with my kid...." 
Laurie Cope 
"Taking care of three kids. Going to 
the beach, valleyfair, the zoo, picnic 
- do fun children's activities." 
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Concordia Speaks 
"What are your plans for the summer? 
Jerry Freudenburg 
"Continuing on with school, and 
vacationing." 
Debbie Zimmerman 
"Graduating, doing an internship, 
and looking for a full-time job." 
Robbie Harbin 
"Going to Texas to work at camp, then 
to Seminary school in St. Louis." 
Corey Brandenburger 
"Going home to Montana to hike and 
run in the mountains." 
The 500 Hats of Bartholomew 
Cubbins 
(May 5 - June 6, 1993) St. Paul 
For more information, call Kristi 
Frahm at 874-0500, ext. 110. 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS 
DRIVE DRUNK. 
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People In Your Neighborhood OHSCO Continued from Front page 
by Jen Schultz 
He plays football, he writes poetry, 
he's in a band, he's a math whiz. 
Scott Arnston is a modern day 
Renaissance man. But does he do 
dishes? 
A junior from Moorehead, Minnesota, 
Scott was drawn to Concordia by it's 
friendliness and great education 
program. He plans to get a degree in 
Secondary Education to eventually 
teach math to young impressionable 
students of his own. 
Although he has learned a lot from 
Concordia, one aspect he finds 
frustrating is the politics, more 
specifically , "The Hovering Board of 
Regents that we never see, but make 
decisions for us, whether we like it or 
not." 
Scott is as busy as he is opinionated. 
When he has time, he plays bass in a 
band from home called Temporary 
Normal. He describes their sound as, 
"Gothic blues with a lemon twist" 
and, insists that being part of the 
band is an excellent stress release. He 
is also an R.A. in Minnesota Hall. 
Scott had a very good year, racking in 
many awards. One was a math 
scholarship he got, as he modestly 
put it, by, "Answering some questions 
correctly." He also got a poem 
published by the National Library 
Foundation. And he is most known for 
being nominated captain of the 
football team, and also MVP. 
Scott is also a very versatile player, 
after playing a total of eight 
different positions last year. On the 
topic of football, Scott claims that 
the typical "dumb jock" way of 
thinking has no effect on him. He 
says he gets stereotyped in whatever 
area people know him in; either in 
his band, math cldss, or as a football 
player. Scott gets it in class too. 
Sometimes people will ask, "Do you 
Scott Arntson 
understand? Do you get it?" as if he 
needs a translator! But as he so 
casually put it, "I think it's funny; I 
think most anything in the world is 
funny. If you can't laugh at anybody 
else, who can you laugh at?" This 
was a typical response from Scott -
light-hearted, easy-going, and 
amused with life. 
In the future, he'd like to add to his 
already long list o' credentials some 
time off in the Peace Corps, becoming 
a college math professor, and 
eventually working his way into 
politics as a state representative. I 
think that he would be the only 
politician who reads Walt 
Whitman. One thing Scott did 
mention that he would like to clear 
up is his bad reputation for telling 
bad jokes. "Everytime any bad joke is 
ever told here, it's considered an 
Arnston joke. I just want to clear that 
up. I'm not responsible for every bad 
joke. I don't tell bad jokes, that's my 
philosophy." 
So stereotype however you choose, 
but this is one atypical jock. Next 
time you see Scott, ask him to give 
you a sample of one of the many 
different languages he speaks. He'll 
never cease to surprise you  
significantly increase your bargaining 
power with the seller. 
If after all this, your prospective 
purchase passes the tests, you are 
ready to make your purchase. The 
details of bargaining, financing and 
warranties would be material enough 
for articles in themselves and will 
not be discussed here. If you have 
taken your time and made careful 
decisions, you have eliminated a 
great many variables by your 
methods. Your chances for a positive 
experience are greatly increased. 
There are bound to be the inevitable 
and unforeseen expenses with any 
vehicle purchase. By exercising 
patience informing yourself, and 
being thorough, your chances of 
becoming a satisfied owner are much, 
News Release 
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz  
(Through May 2, 1993) Minneapolis 
Soar beyond the movie and follow 
Dorothy and her loyal companions — 
a scarecrow stuffed with straw, a 
woodsman made of tin, a cowardly 
lion and many others -- on their 
adventures through Oz, the Emerald 
City and beyond. 
The Jungle Book 
(April 11 - June 13, 1993) Minneapolis . 
Back from its highly-acclaimed 
National Tour, The Jungle Book tells 
the tale of Mowgli, the man-cub. 
Deep in the jungles of India, drums 
beat and tigers roar while the young 
boy must decide whether to exist in 
the world of humans or the world of 
animals. 
much greater. Like most things in 
life, proper preparation goes a long 
way toward assuring success. 
Once you have made your purchase, 
you can rest. Confident that you have 
done everything in your power to 
provide yourself with safe, reliable, 
economical transportation, you can 
feel satisfied knowing that you were 
in control of the situation. You also 
learned many things that will be 
valuable when the time inevitably 
comes to replace your current vehicle 
with a different one. 
You look out the window of your 
dwelling and say to yourself, "That's 
my car. Well done!" Then you might 
turn to your roommate and say, "Ain't 
she a beauty? Come on, let's go for a 
ride." 
CTC's popular musical of the Dr. 
Seuss book begins when hats 
magically appear on young 
Bartholomew's head, but the real 
magic is its message that imagination 
and friendship don't play by the 
rules. 
TICKET AND PERFORMANCE 
INFORMATION: Regular ticket 
prices are $12.75 - $21.95 for adults 
and $9.25 - $17.45 for children, 
students and seniors. Tickets for The 
500 Hats of Bartholomew Cubbins are 
$12.00 - $23.50 for adults and $9.50 -
$19.00 for children, - students and 
seniors. Group discounts are 
available. For reservations and 
information, call the Theatre Ticket 
Office at 874-0400 (toll free 1-800-
964-0666) or visit the Ticket Office 
window at 2400 Third Avenue South 
in Minneapolis. 
OHSCO is housed in two offices, side The Director of OHSCO, Dr. Phil 
by side, on CSP's campus. The offices Bickel says, "We're inconveniently 
are down the hall from Nurse Nancy. located, but the walk is worth it." 
Buy a Peach 	Continued from page 2 
The Children's Theatre Company 
u ley Riggs Update 
News Release 
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LIVE IT LOUD.13  
Live It At a Moderately 
Comfortable Volume Leve1.1 
By Harvey 
In this age of increased focus on 
inclusive language and the concept of 
being "politically correct," let me say 
this--I'm not the new g:_uy_, I'm the 
new person! -Hello, hello! I'm so 
happy to be taking over t h e 
responsibilities of the music column in 
this fine publication. Unfortunately, 
the other person had a clause in his 
contract which made me use the "live 
it" part of the title for my article, 
and I'm kind of mad about that, but I 
think my title works well. I'm glad 
we won't be hearing about all those 
nasty bands which the other person 
felt so strongly about anymore, and 
now we can cover the music that 
really counts--classical and easy 
listening! 
News Release .  
Owings Mills, Maryland -- The 
National Library of Poetry has 
announced that $12,000 in prizes will 
be awarded this year to over 250 
poets in the North American Open 
Poetry Contest. The deadline for the 
contest is June 30, 1993. The contest is 
open to everyone and entry is FREE. 
Any poet, whether previously 
published or not, can be a winner. 
Every poem entered also has a chance 
Good Art Is 
News Release 
Centrally located in St. Paul's 
cultural corridor, the Bad Habit Cafe 
is happy to present the drawings and 
sculpture of Minneapolis graphic 
artist Brad Seiler May 2 through June 
30. Describing his work formally as a 
'.'combination of architect Louis 
Sullivan and DeStip artist 
Mondrain," Seiler explores spiritual 
relationships and tensions between 
heaven and earth with an often 
ritualistic effect. 
With a broad background in public 
sculpture, installation, and jewelry 
design, Seiler's art work has been 
exhibited nationally. Past public 
showings included the American 
I'm a huge Zamfir fan (you know--the 
master of the pan flute?), and I like 
all other kinds of soft, relaxing music. 
I hate loud noises, so naturally, I 
hate that awful rock and roll , stuff 
that all the radio stations play all 
the-time. If it was up to me, we would 
all listen to nice, easy music at a 
comfortable volume level. And as far 
as country music is concerned, 
everybody knows that country music 
makes people suicidal (I'm serious--
they did a study!) Anyhow, I would 
just die to meet Zamfir in person! Or 
Liszt too—he was really neat! 
Anyway, what I did want to mention 
in this, my first 1:k article which I'm 
sure everyone can't wait to read, is 
the big event of this summer. Forget 
that awful Lollapalooza nonsense-- 
to be published in a deluxe, 
hardbound anthology. 
To enter, send ONE original poem, 
any subject and any style, to The 
National Library of Poetry, 11419 
Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box 704-XN, 
Owings Mills, MD 21117. The poem 
should be no more than 20 lines, and 
the poet's name and address should 
appear on the top of the page. Entries 
must be postmarked by June 30, 1003. 
A new contest opens July 1, 1993. 
a Bad Habit 
Craft Museum in NYC and the 
Walker Art Center in Minneapolis. 
A San Francisco style coffeehouse, 
the Bad Habit features a variety of 
gourmet coffees, rich cheesecakes, 
baked goods, candies and light meals 
throughout the day and night, plus a 
large selection of used books for in 
store reading or purchase. 
Located at 418 St. Peter Street in 
downtown St. Paul, the Bad Habit. 
Cafe has been providing a n 
alternative, non-alcoholic 
environment for the arts and 
literature for three years in the heart 
of the cultural corridor. Hours: M-TH 
7am - llpm; Fri. 7am - 3am; Sat. noon-
3am; Sun. noon-6pm. 
it's just an excuse for thousands of 
young people to jump up and down in 
ecstatic trance-like dancing a n d 
fornicate. The big one, the only one, 
is the Ephraim J. Perinicker Memorial 
Outdoor Classical Jam! Gosh, will 
that be neat! It's held every year at 
Larry's house in Prior Lake, and just 
tons of people show up! It's all 
classical, all day, and plenty of non-
alcoholic beverages and hotdish! 
You'd have to be mental not to come—
it's the social event of the year! The 
day isn't for sure, because it has to be 
Continuing at Dudley Riggs' Brave 
New Workshop is "$pent Over 
Backwards or The All Fools Revue". 
America's wants versus America's 
needs is the subject of this socio-
political comedy which, according to 
Peter Vaughan of the Star Tribune, 
"uses humor, anger, sensitivity and 
great timing." The production closes 
June 19. 
Previewing June 23 and opening June 
30 is "Comedy of Terrors", a 
frightening foray into America's 
fears. 
Dudley Riggs' Brave New Workshop 
is located at 2605 Hennepin Avenue 
South, Minneapolis. Showtimes are 
by Wendy Wedo 
On Monday, May 24th, at 7 p.m., the 
Play Direction class will present 
their final project scenes. These 
scenes, each about 10-15 minutes long, 
will be presented in a full evening of 
entertainment. 
There are nine scenes total, directed 
by students who have been involved 
in many of Concordia's past drama 
productions. The scenes include The 
Boys Next Door, by Tom Griffin, 
directed by Frank Spaeth; Buried  
Child, by Sam Sheppard, directed by 
Katrina Johns; Equus, by Peter 
Shaffer, directed by Jason Rahn; The 
Heidi Chronicles, by Wendy 
Wasserstein, directed by Anne Roth; 
LB., by Archibald MacLeish, 
a Saturday when Larry's mother is 
either out of town or visiting Larry's 
brother and sister-in-law who live in 
Woodbury. I'll let you all know when 
the date is finalized—you've just got 
to come! 
Anyway, that's all the room that 
they'll let me have for this article, 
so I have to wrap it up. Next issues's 
article will be at least twice as long! 
Everyone—stay swell! 
P.S. The moral here is this—don't 
believe everything you read. MN. 
7:00 PM Wednesday, Thursday and 
Sunday; 8:00 and 10:30 PM Friday and 
Saturday. An all improvisational set 
is performed every Saturday after 
midnight. Ticket prices $12 to $15. 
Discounts are available to students, 
seniors and groups. For further ticket 
information, call (612) 332-6620. 
Calendar highlights: 
June 23 Summer Youth Improvisation 
Program begins. Twice weekly for 
eight weeks, students ages 16-21 have 
the opportunity to study acting and 
create an original comedy production. 
The classes will conclude with two 
evening recitals at the Brave New 
Workshop. Enrollment deadline is 
June 1. 
directed by Mark Niebuhr, Rough  
Crossing, by Tom Stoppard, directed 
by Jim Matasovsky; Steel Magnolias, 
by Robert Harling, directed by 
Wendy Wedo; A Thousand Clowns, 
by Herbert Gardener, directed by Mee 
Lor; and Unfinished Women Cry in  
No Man's Land While a Bird Dies in  
a Gilded Cage, by Arshah Rahman, 
directed by Jason Schoenbeck. These 
scenes will star some faces familiar 
to Concordia's stage, and some that 
have not yet made their mark (but 
soon will). This will be an evening of 
good theatre that you will not want 
to miss. Be sure to support these up 
and coming directors, and their 
hardworking actors, and attend the 
showcase of scenes presented by the 
Play Direction Class. 
Attention Poets 
The Play Direction Class Presents... 
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Commencement Controversy Causes 
Cacophonous Conflict at Concordia 
Letter to the Editor: 
As a student who has advocated 
student power in a visible way for the 
last three years of my college career, 
I want to express my thoughts on the 
response to the student speaker at 
this year's graduation. In particular I 
want to address the reaction of some 
faculty and staff to the student re-
sponse. I know many faculty and staff 
have been very supportive and 
interested in what students have to 
say about the issue, and that is 
greatly appreciated. However, I 
have repeatedly heard the following 
two descriptions used by other faculty 
and staff members: immature and 
selfish. I even heard a comment to 
the effect that "this shows that the 
CSAL students are more mature 
because they have never protested 
when they did not have a student 
respondent." It is to these comments 
which I wish .to respond. 
First, I wonder whether the 
individuals who made these 
comments have taken the time to talk 
with students and hear their 
reasoning behind their response. I 
believe there are some legitimate 
concerns held by the students. The 
rationale for having one student is 
because we have one school. We do 
have on school, but there are two 
distinctively different programs. 
These programs have different 
philosophies, advertising, admission 
policies, requirements, deans, tuition, 
locations, faculty, time schedules, 
etc. But yet at graduation we are told 
we are one. The issue is not just about 
a speaker at graduation but the 
whole way in which the college 
deals with the two programs. A 
student speaker at graduation is not 
the fundamental issue, but a symbol 
of it. 
Secondly, I think that in some ways 
the reaction of "immature" and 
"selfish" is a judgmental reaction. I' 
think that it presupposes that the 
student concerns are childish and are 
not credible. I also think that there 
has been a negative reaction because 
students have been critical of the 
college. Martin Luther King Jr. said 
that being critical of an issue or 
institution shows your deep care for 
that issue/institution. My whole 
attitude while involved in Student 
Senate was "care enough to do more 
than complain," in other words, work 
with faculty and staff to deal with 
issues that the college needs to face. I 
commend my fellow students who are 
working to do just this. 
I do not think that students have been 
responding to this issue immaturely. 
Students are taking responsibility for 
something in which they believe. 
Students have used the proper 
channels and procedures to voice 
their concerns. Senate has acknowl-
edged that this is an issue which 
needs to be more thoroughly 
examined next year and has suggested 
that in the future faculty, not college 
relations, should choose the speakers 
for graduation, an academic 
celebration. The great majority of 
students who have expressed concern 
do not advocate taking any kind of 
actions that would adversely affect 
the college, such as a protest at the 
graduation ceremony itself. In fact, 
the majority of students have ac-
knowledged the fact that it was 
wrong for CSAL students not to be 
represented at previous graduation 
ceremonies. While there are still 
many misunderstandings concerning 
the CSAL program, many of the 
traditional students recognize that it 
is an important part of Concordia 
College. We as a small liberal arts 
college, aiming to serve the lower 
middle class of society as well as the 
church, can not afford not to offer 
diverse programs. 
It is selfish, but it is a collective 
selfishness about what we have 
invested in each other as a class and 
in the college. For many traditional 
students, college encompasses all 
aspects of their lives. Traditional 
students invest in the college in a 
variety of ways, including 
participation in the extracurricular 
activities offered. Traditional 
students do much to create the at-
mosphere and tone of the college and 
they do wish to be recognized for 
that. Part of politics, which does not 
necessarily have to be negative, 
involves looking out for one's own 
interests. Many traditional students 
have realized that it is in their best 
interest to have both a traditional 
and CSAL student speak. I do not 
think that traditional students, in 
the expression of their frustration, 
mean to take anything away from the 
achievements and contributions of 
CSAL students. 
In conclusion, I want to let fellow 
classmates know that I am proud of 
the way that they have handled 
this situation. And I wish to offer my 
sincerest congratulations to all the 
students graduating in the Concordia 
College class of 1993. 
Kathryn M. Galchutt 
To the students of Concordia: 
I've always felt that Concordia 
students were among the best at any 
college, anywhere in the country. I've 
always believed that Concordia 
students were more altruistic, less 
self-serving than students at many 
other campuses. I have to admit, now, 
that my belief is somewhat shaken. 
When I was a student at Concordia, 
the president closed a summer 
theatre production for which I was 
doing tech work because he thought it 
contained objectionable scenes and 
language. At the time, those of 
involved in the show were con-
siderably upset and staged a "sit-in" 
outside the president's office. 
(Unfortunately, it was summer, there 
were few people around and even 
fewer who sympathized with us, so 
our protest was pretty short-lived.) 
(Or maybe the lack of support had 
something to do with the fact we 
were singing Bob Dylan songs.) Even 
now, as I type this letter some of the 
feelings I experienced then come back 
to me. 
I include this story because I want you 
to know that I understand the 
feelings you can have when you get 
worked up about an issue. Looking 
back at our protest that summer, I 
think that some of the reasons we 
were upset were important ones, but 
some were not. The important reasons 
dealt with larger issues like freedom 
of expression and the ability to 
examine beliefs that are not 
Christian in the context of a 
Christian college. 
The unimportant reasons included 
feeling that we had been wronged in 
some way, that our feelings had been 
hurt, that it wasn't "fair." I think 
those reasons were not important 
because they were basically selfish 
and self-serving. 
Concordia is a Christian college, and 
Jesus calls Christians to be selfless. 
At the beginning, I said my belief in 
Concordia's students were somewhat 
shaken. I feel that way in reaction to 
the protest over the choice of a 
student speaker at commencement. It's 
not that you are upset that concerns 
me. It's the magnitude of the turmoil 
over what is basically a selfish, self-
serving issue. I think it shows a lack 
of maturity, particularly among 
those of you who have now completed 
your education here and who, I would 
have hoped, were prepared to move 
on to areas of service outside of 
Concordia. 
Your reaction reminds me of an earlier 
issue of The Sword , where the editor 
wrote in response to a letter that she 
was amazed "that in the previous 
issue we introduced a topic of great 
concern to the campus, that of a 
possible female in the religion de-
partment. Not a single person 
expressed their views tome on this 
subject verbally or in writing, but a 
cartoon is submitted and all of a 
sudden, the campus is in an uproar." I 
hold a similar amazement over this 
issue. 
Just think what kind of impact you 
could have if you expended the same 
amount of effort you've expended on 
this issue of a student commencement 
speaker, but on an issue that will 
benefit others, like hunger or human 
rights, or even (dare I say it?) 
abortion. I'm sure the leaders of 
Concordia's Amnesty International 
would be ecstatic' to have the same 
kind of involvement in their 
activities. 
You can effect change your world, 
and you are free to choose which 
issues you feel are the important ones. 
As you make your choices, though, I 
urge you to accept the challenge that 
Christ gives us and be selfless in your 
decisions. 
Tim Bode 
Concordia staff member 
Baccalaureate -- May 28 -- 8:00 p.m. 
Graebner Chapel" 
*ception following on Chapel- Quadrangfe 
Commencement -- May 29 -- 10:00 a.m. 
Wog Wilkins Auditorium - Kellogg BCvd., St. Tau( 
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Dear Editor, 
I am writing to you to express my con-
cerns about the issues which have 
come forth due to the choosing of a 
CSAL speaker to represent the 1992-
93 graduating class at commencement. 
I would first like to make it crystal 
clear that I have no personal bias 
against CSAL and I think that it's 
wonderful that they are being rep-
resented at this year's graduation. 
But the issue at hand is a much 
deeper one that who's speaking at 
this year's commencement. 
I feel that the real issue at hand is 
Concordia's failure to see the 
programs as being two separate 
schools. Let's fact it, there are two 
separate Deans, two marketing 
research offices, and two separate fi-
nancial aid packages. And beyond 
that, CSAL students attend classes 
one night a week for 15 months, as 
opposed to full-time students who 
attend five days a week for four to 
five years. There are many CS AL 
cities which offer classes all over the 
state and consequently many students 
have never even been on our campus. 
Dear Editor, 
The recent rise of the issue concerning 
speakers at commencement this year 
and years to come has brought about 
some very interesting surrounding 
issues. Those issues include 
credibility, academic oversight, and 
political action (to name a limited 
few). 
I COMMEND THE STUDENTS AND 
THE STUDENT SENATE AT 
CONCORDIA COLLEGE FOR THEIR 
POLITICAL ACTIONS AND 
POSITIVE ROLE IN MOBILIZING 
AND PROMOTING STUDENT 
INTERESTS. I suspect that there has 
never been a time in the history of 
this institution where over 400 
signatures of students (CSAL and 
traditional), faculty and staff were 
collected in 36 hours to rally support 
for a particular issue. That is not even 
to mention those who took time to 
talk with college officials, as well as 
friends. 
Those who understand the democratic 
process and its role in society respect 
the importance of explaining issues, 
soliciting support, and presenting 
stances. THOSE WHO DO NOT 
UNDERSTAND CALL PEOPLE 
(WHO CHOSE TO PRACTICE 
THEIR RIGHT TO CARE AND BE 
HEARD) THINGS SUCH AS 
IMMATURE OR DISAPPOINTING. 
As an institution dedicated to the 
pursuit of the liberal arts education, I 
would expect to see Concordia College 
(individuals and the institution) 
tolerant of other views and opened 
minded. Instead of hearing support 
for the political action that has been 
engaged in through constructive 
means, I hear that students are 
immature, irresponsible and even 
from some that it is disappointing to 
see students react. BEING MATURE 
AND RESPONSIBLE DOES NOT 
I think that there are tensions which 
are felt towards the CSAL program 
within the traditional school body, 
including faculty. While petitioning 
to also get a traditional day student 
speaking at commencement I got many 
negative comments about the CSAL 
program in general. I am in no way 
saying that any of the comments are 
the least bit valid or correct, but the 
fact is, there are problems that the 
administration of this institution 
needs to wake up to and deal with. If 
the administration doesn't deal with 
the problem now it will only grow 
into something much larger. 
This is my last year at CSP and it 
really rips me apart to be leaving on 
such a sour note. I want to leave 
Concordia with a good feeling, but at 
this time I am leaving Concordia 
with words of advice. Please wake up 
and recognize what is going on here, 
start dealing with the problems here 
on this campus. 
Glad to be Graduating, 
Janine Hootman 
ALWAYS MEAN YOU COME HOME 
EARLY, IT SOMETIMES MEANS 
YOU STAY OUT LATE. Or if you 
prefer, being responsible and mature 
does not always mean you side with 
the establishment, be it a college 
administration or the federal 
government, it sometimes means you 
question them. Did not Tom Trapp 
teach me in Old Testament class that 
as long as faith is maintained, 
questioning only leads to a stronger 
belief? 
ACTUALLY IT IS N 0 T 
DISAPPOINTING TO S E E 
STUDENTS REACT. It is refreshing 
and enlightening. Collection, 
evaluation, testing, and reaction are 
an intricate part of society. Why is it 
then that some cannot appreciate 
students, faculty, and staff expressing 
themselves? 
Although the specific issue at hand 
is very important, there is a deeper 
ideal that needs to be looked at. ON 
A COLLEGE C A M PUS OR 
ANYWHERE IN OUR SOCIETY 
SHOULD THERE EXIST A FEELING 
THAT PEOPLE WHO BELIEVE IN 
AN ISSUE, ARE ABLE TO 
ORGANIZE, AND DO SO IN A 
CONSTRUCTIVE MANNER,  BE 
CALLED IMMATURE, IRRE-
SPONSIBLE, A N D 
DISAPPOINTING? 
Those who choose to surround an 
issue, whether for or against, should 
be proud. BE PROUD OF WHAT 
YOU HAVE DONE HERE A T 
CONCORDIA COLLEGE IN THESE 
LAST DAYS. DO IT AGAIN AND 
AGAIN AND AGAIN 
THROUGHOUT LIFE. CONTINUE 
TO COLLECT, EVALUATE, TEST, 
AND REACT. 
Bruce Nustad 
Graduating Senior --1993 
EDITOR'S NOTE: This letter 
originally served es a cover letter 
sent to all Board of Regent members 
along with copies of all the 
signatures. 
To Whom It May Concern: 
As President of the Concordia College 
Student Senate, I feel it is imperative 
I bring to you a deep concern that is 
being expressed by many members of 
the Concordia College campus 
community. 
In recognizing social and academic 
differences between the traditional 
students and the Concordia School of 
Adult Learning students at Concordia 
College, the accompanying signatures 
call for a change in the format of 
student speakers at commencement 
services. It is being asked by those 
who signed the petitions (which 
include traditional students, CSAL 
students, faculty, and staff) that the 
tradition of the past four years of 
having a single student speaker at 
commencement be replaced with a 
new tradition. That new tradition 
would entail having one CSAL 
student speaker and one traditional 
school student speaker. This new 
tradition being called for would be 
effective immediately, including this 
year's graduation services. 
As can be seen by the signatures, (too 
Dear Editor: 
I am writing in regard to the current 
controversy concerning the CSAL 
speaker at graduation. I will be 
taking part in the ceremony on May 
29 as a graduating traditional senior. 
I feel a CSAL student speaker at the 
ceremony would be a good addition; 
however, I feel a traditional student 
should also be represented. 
I understand that we are regarded as 
just one school; however, there are 
major differences between the two 
programs which warrant t w o 
speakers. Traditional students attend 
classes for four years; CSAL students 
attend classes for 15 months. The 
name itself implies a different 
school, Concordia School of Adult 
Learning. The schools have different 
Deans; the schools have different 
financial aid packages; the schools 
have different marketing depart-
ments. As a whole, the programs 
have different social and academic 
cultures. 
I feel it is a sad day at Concordia 
College when students feel strongly 
about an issue and are not heard. I 
feel it is a sad day when over 400 
students sign a petition, and it is not 
numerous to print, there were over 400 
signatures) there is much support for 
this new tradition. It is my hope that 
those whose authority presides in 
this matter will recognize the 
importance of this issue and act 
accordingly. 
Please be advised that on May 16, 
1993 the Concordia College Student 
Senate, charged with representing 
the Concordia College Student 
Senate, unanimously endorsed a reso-
lution calling for two speakers at 
commencement (one representing 
CSAL students and one representing 
traditional students) and is very 
committed to seeing this goal 
attained. 
Should you require further 
information on this issue, please 
contact me in the Concordia College 
Student Senate office located in the 
Student Union (612/641-8269). 
Sincerely, 
Jonathan Dobberstein 
President, Concordia College 
Student Senate 
honored. I feel it, is a sad day at 
Concordia College when students' 
o pi n ions are not taken into 
consideration before decisions are 
made that affect them. 
As to the comment that some people 
have made that students are being 
immature by wanting two speakers, I 
feel that if students are willing to 
take a stand for what they believe 
in, they have achieved what 
Concordia College set out to teach 
them. 
In closing, I think it is wonderful that 
students have taken a stand on this 
issue. Often times, administrators 
and faculty get upset that students 
don't actively participate in 
activities at the college. They should 
be encouraged by this recent banding 
together. Through this controversy,. I 
may have lost some respect for 
certain staff and faculty members, but 
I have an increased respect for the 
students. 
Sincerely concerned, 
Shawn M. Rieken 
EDITOR'S NOTE: On Thursday, May 20, the decision 
was made to add a second speaker at commencement 
from the traditional program. 
